
Hawk's Hill -Marilla

1. Noun

2. Verb - Past Tense

3. Verb - Past Tense

4. Coordinating Conjunction

5. Adverb

6. Verb - Past Participle

7. Proper Noun

8. Pronoun
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Hawk's Hill -Marilla

A part of the MacDonalds have not given up on Ben. Esther, for example, refused to get rid of Ben's things.

William looked tirelessly day in and day out for Ben. Coral and Beth comforted their mother with their true

hopes that Ben will be found. John, on the other hand, thought Ben to be dead, but kept that opinion to himself.

If the rest of the family wanted to be protagonists for Ben's return, he wasn't going to spoil their hopes.

Nevertheless, he helped his father's search. Ironically, it was John who found the youngest Macdonald. The men

were out on their daily search, when John found Ben's shoe. He lumped his Noun on the ground to

mark the spot. Right after, he looked for other clues, trying to think which way his little brother would've gone.

After marking some other possible spots with his rifle and handkerchief, he wandered carefully. Spying a mound

of rocks, he thought Ben could've Verb - Past Tense there. He saw a creature, and Verb - Past Tense

what it was. Soon, it hit him that it was human! Ben! Well, he found Ben all right, Coordinating conjunction

getting him to come was another matter entirely. Ben bit and clawed Adverb . John rushed away on his

horse, trying to flee the badger that had also tried to attack. John hurdled to home, and put Ben down in front of

an Verb - Past Participle Coral, who rushed inside. "Ben's home! Proper Noun !" Ben would go with no

one but John, though he seemed to recognize nothing. Once he did, however, he talked. And talked and talked

and talked. Pronoun wasn't quiet anymore.
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